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PREFACE
KATHLEEN WALDRON
President • William Paterson University

Guided by Professor Zhiyuan Cong, Director of the Center for

Our students become cultural delegates of American education

Chinese Art and Professor in the Department of Art, twenty William

in general and William Paterson University in particular. They return

Paterson University students and faculty journey through China’s

home with a broader and deeper understanding of the challenges

cultural capitals including Shanghai, Guiyang, Chengdu and Beijing.

of a complex world and the future roles they may assume in it. This

Meeting with artists and art professionals at both provincial and

book is the document that carries that idea. I feel especially pleased

national museums, universities, and other cultural institutions, the

when I imagine how this experience opens possibilities for our

participants are provided unusual and privileged access.

students through a shared vision. For them, this is the beginning of

This year’s emphasis is on Chinese culture from urban to rural,

the journey in the endless search that is education. I am especially

from Chinese to ethnic minorities, from ancient to modern, from

proud that the Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University

natural landscape to cultural landscape. This program will lead the

provides this opportunity. I wish to acknowledge Honorary Directors

group to sites of historic interest such as Three-Star Piles, to Miao

Ms. Ching Yiu, Mr. Zhipeng Ding, and Mr. Chengzhan Ding and the

minorities villages, to monasteries and Buddhist temples on the

Shanghai William Chinese Art Foundation and its members for

Emei Mountain, to the Leshan Giant Buddha and to the Giant Panda

their generous support of student scholarships and for funding the

Breeding Research Base.

publication of this book.

The observations of the students are recorded in this book. The
book is entirely conceived, designed, written, photographed, and
edited by the group. The faculties supervise a collaborative effort
beginning two weeks prior to the trip thus guaranteeing a solid
academic study abroad experience.
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Kathleen Waldron
President
William Paterson University

Jiabang Stair Field Guangxi Liu
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2015
SCHOLARSHIP DINNER AND
AWARD CEREMONY
On the 24th of May we celebrated the 2015 Scholarship Dinner and Award Ceremony
that helped fund The Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University
Photos by Zhiyuan Cong

William Chinese Art Foundation established on June 12, 2014

CCART 2015 Scholarship Award Ceremony.

in Shanghai. It is a fund to support the Center for Chinese Art at
William Paterson University to introduce Chinese culture and art, to

William Paterson University is so grateful to our new generous

students were treated to an exquisite evening at the guest house

help them understand the essence and characteristics of Chinese

benefactors and partners, Ms. Ching Yiu, Mr. Zhipeng Ding, Mr.

of Ms. Ching Yiu and her husband, Mr. Hakman Wing. All donors

art, to promote the cultural and artistic exchange and enhance the

Shengzhan Ding, and the Shanghai William Chinese Art Foundation.

were awarded a plaque for their generosity and honor to William

understanding between the American and the Chinese people.

Through their commitment we will be able to provide more programs

Paterson., and each student were awarded $500 scholarship and

and continue to invite important Chinese artists to share their

received a certificate to commemorate the trip. Everyone was

knowledge and culture with our students, faculty and community.

treated to an impeccable dinner, where stories were told, many
laughs were had, and Mark Dellanno gave us a singing performance.

Celebration for the Grand Opening of the Shanghai William Chinese Art Foundation

In the summer of 2015, Ms. Ching Yiu, Mr. Zhipeng Ding and Mr.

The feast was followed by a ride on Mr. Wing’s personal yacht. The

Shengzhan Ding a hosted a scholarship dinner in Shanghai to

view from the river showcased Shanghai’s nighttime beauty. It was

recognize William Paterson’s China study abroad students as well

truly a magnificent journey none of the students will ever forget.

as the donors who so generously facilitated them. At this dinner,

In 2015 we represent the 5th generation of
students to make this journey, with previous
President Kathleen Waldron and Mr. Zhipeng Ding held donation ceremony on June
12, 2014.
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From right to left: Dean Daryl Joseph Moore, Mr. Zhipeng Ding,
Mrs. Ding, President Kathleen Waldron, Ms. Ching Yiu, Mr. Hakman
Wing, Professor Zhiyuan Cong and Mr. Shengzhan Ding

excursions having happened in 2001, 2005,
2008 and 2011.
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OUR JOURNEY THROUGH CHINA

1 - Shanghai 上海

D

A

Zhaoxing 肇兴

B

Xijiang 西江

E

Congjiang 从江

2 - Guiyang 贵阳

4

C

Rongjiang 榕江

F

Jiabang 加榜

Zhenyuan 镇远
A

3 - Chengdu 成都

3
B

1

C

B

Mount Emei 峨嵋山
F

4 - Beijing 北京

A

2

Sanxingdui 三星堆

E
D

B

A

C

C

Leshan 乐山

Illustration by John McElrone

HISTORY AND ART EDUCATION
Jennifer Hastings, Mark Dellanno, Hira Rashid, Kali Wallace

Zhou Dynasty Bell, Confucius Academy Mark Dellanno

Group Photo, Confucius Academy of Guiyang
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Prehistory
Hidden just beyond the entrance to the towering Guizhou Minority
Museum of China (Guizhou Minority Culture Palace), past the elegant
draperies and columns but below the network of cultural treasures,
is a historical treasure of another kind. China’s fossil history, just a
small fraction of which is displayed here, is among the most diverse
and best preserved in the world. Finding such a large collection of
fossils in one place was an unexpected treat. This particular group,
the Guanling Fossil group, comes locally from a 200 square kilometer
basin in the southern Guizhou province. The basin, while currently
dry, was not always so. During the last Triassic period – 220 million
years ago – it was entirely underwater and populated by countless
marine invertebrates and reptiles.
When these organisms died, their bodies settled on the floor of
the basin where there was little oxygen and the sediment was hardly
disturbed. As more mud and natural debris settled to the bottom, the
deceased organisms were buried under successive layers of sediment
where they were compacted under pressure and heat. The organisms
either decomposed entirely to leave behind an impression (such as
what happens with most plants), or their soft tissue decomposed,

Jade
leaving behind hard tissue (bones) and allowing minerals to fill their
cellular form. Lack of oxygen is responsible for the dark color of the
mudstone (shale), as well as the area’s astounding preservation. Such
a well preserved and diverse collection, all from the same location
and time period, is almost unprecedented anywhere else in the
world.

Before China was united, from 6000 to 2000 BC, the individual states
had their own ways of utilizing jade. The Hong Shen culture from
the Liang river reaches had bi (disks), cong, fu, and yue (axes), and
the Lang Zhu culture of Taihu Lake made zhang (scepters) and doa
(knives), to name a few.
The Spring and Autumn Warring States Period created fewer
ritual jades and more ornamental ones, such as pendants, belt hooks
and sword decorations.
The Xia, Shang, and Western Zhou dynasties had ritual and
ornamental jades that represented nobility.
Jade was used as funerary, sacrificial and ritual implements, as
symbols of wealth and power, and as personal accessories. It was
used at funerals, sacrifices, and rituals because it was thought to have
the power to repel evil spirits.

Jade, Shanghai Museum of Art Lindsay Gotthold

Bronzes
Shanghai Museum of Art.
China perfected the art of
bronze-making by the Shang
Dynasty due to the availability of
copper, tin, and lead. Ding, large
food vessels with wide bellies and
mouths, were used as a symbol of
status and wealth among nobility
(primarily for ceremonies). After
the Spring and Autumn Warring
States Period began, … bronze
started to become smaller and
more normalized for everyday
practical use.

Crinoidea, a group of plant-like marine animals Mark Dellanno
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Jade was very popular in Ming, Yuan, and Qing dynasties. It
was used by both nobility and working-class people. Each of these
dynasties had different characteristics in their approach to jade; Yuen
is characterized by deep engraving, Ming is rugged vigor, and Qing
is sophistication. Qing
is considered the last
dynasty where jade
was extremely popular.

Keichousaurus Denggi, Guizhou Minority Museum of China Mark Dellanno

Bronze Vessel, Shanghai Museum of Art Tom Gianinio

Sichuan Museum.
Bashu (Sichuan and the surrounding area, 1600 BC) had a few
distinct varieties of bronze ware. In 1959, historians found three
Bronze Zhi, wine vessels used for rituals. These are the earliest
found bronze works from Bashu. They are all from the Western Zhou
dynasty (eleventh century to 771 BC). The Shu people also had
weapons made from bronze. One of these was the Ge, a dagger that
was mainly used in the Shang, Qin, and Han dynasties. Another was
a Yue, a dagger that symbolized royalty and was used for fighting, in
executions, and by commanders.
The Shao Zhi Shi is a ding from the Shu state. The letterform, or
type of characters, of the engraving is from the Spring and Autumn
Period. The first character, “Shao”, is a variation of the character
“Zhao”, which is the clan name of the Shu. This piece is a five-ding
suite, meaning that it features one ding which is larger and more
important, and the four that smaller imitations of the main one.
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Porcelain
Pottery and earthenware developed all over the world, but
porcelain is something entirely unique to China. The discovery of
porcelain and the development of it as an art, export and symbol of
status has led to a wide variety of kiln technologies wholly unique to
China and individual to its many provinces and their needs.
The development of kiln technology was as necessary as the
development of any tool, and produced drastic differences in the
quality of porcelain. Styles of kiln varied greatly from the Dragon Kiln
to the Mantou Kiln. The Dragon Kiln takes its name from its long
shape and was first developed in the Shang period. It is usually
built on a slope, allowing the natural rising heat to act as a set of

bellows to circulate the air. It utilizes a reduction flame with wood
fuel. The Mantou Kiln, or Round Kiln, is native to North China and a
descendant of the earliest cave kilns. It went through several periods
of development from the Shang, Tang and Song dynasties. It utilizes
reduction and oxidation with coal fuel.

Han Dynasty
Artwork of the Han dynasty is simple, heavy and imposing.
Greatly reminiscent of Egyptian art, the primary goal of Han dynasty
artists was to satisfy burial customs, with art representing the afterlife
as a continuation of this life. Unlike Egyptian art, pottery and stone
art in the Sichuan area paints a vivid and expressive portrait of
social life and the practices of everyday people. Music and dance
performances were at the height of cultural significance, representing
both wealth and status among the upper class. Even lower officials
and wealthy merchants made a point of employing entertainers of
some kind, revealing the cultural and economic prosperity of the age.
Dancing and playing figurines in particular are often distorted, with
smooth, overly exaggerated curves, potbellies and grotesque facial
expressions. These figures, such as the [insert playing dancing figure
here], represent entertainers – often referred to as “low comedians.”
(Yan Shigu)
The Sichuan area in particular was free from the economic and
social burdens of warfare. Therefore, their art focuses on social life
such as sermons, farming, building, retired life, games and paying
visits to relatives and higher-ups.

Pottery Storyteller Figurine
Sichuan Museum
Jennifer Hastings
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Farming Relief and Rubbing Jennifer Hastings
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Three-Star Piles Museum

Bronze Wares, Three – Star Piles Museum

Golden Mask, Three-Star Piles Museum Zhiyuan Cong

The Three-Star Piles Museum (Sanxingdui Museum), is something
of an archeological mystery. The site the museum is based on and
around was initially discovered by a farmer digging a well. First a
cache of jade was found and then two pits, each filled with countless
broken and burned treasures thrown haphazardly into the holes,
where they shattered upon impact. These objects range from ivory
tusks to tigers teeth, earthenware to bronze ware, sculptural figures,
to jade and gold. Together, they paint a picture of sacrifice. Jade and
gold weaponry are too fragile to be used for practical purposes, and
are therefore used symbolically or in rituals. Human figures may have
been used in lieu of human sacrifice, a tradition common to ancient
China.
Today, the site is a total of 12 square kilometers, including walls,
building foundations, sacrificial pits, jade pits and a burial area. It is, in
fact, a city. Dated between 3,000 and 5,000 years old, the style of art
is entirely unique to China, with no existing parallels, and is believed
by some scholars to be a representation of the ancient kingdom of
Shu.
Group Photo, Three – Star Piles Museum
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Leshan Buddha
At 71 meters tall and 28 meters at its widest point, the Leshan
Buddha is the largest Buddha statue in the world. In all, it took
ninety years to complete. This Maitreya Buddhist figure was built by
the people of Sichuan in the Tang Dynasty (618-906 AD), and was
designed to direct the flow of water. In this way, Buddha makes the
river calmer so boats may pass through more easily.

Three hundred thirty-three steps lead up to the temple area at
the top of the Buddha. These steps are decorated with many small
Buddhas, which were defaced during the Cultural Revolution, as
well as a black dragon and white tiger, which are the two creatures
believed to have converted to Buddhism after the religion was
introduced to China.

Leshan Buddha, Leshan Zhiyuan Cong
Leshan Buddha, Leshan Mark Dellanno
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Zhongyuan Temple
Our most important stop in Zhenyuan Ancient Town was Zhongshan
Temple, now called Zhongyuan Temple. Zhongyuan Temple was built
in the Ming and Qing Dynasties (1368- 1912 AD). In this Temple, the
WPU students were able to see influences from three main religions
of China: Taoism, Buddhism and Confucianism. The structure of this
temple was built into a series of limestone caves referred to as the
Dongyan Cave, Zhonghe Cave and North Cave.
The Rock of A Thousand Buddhas is eight hundred years old. It
was carved from limestone with many holes. Most of the larger holes
hold a small Buddha because of the belief that holes in stones hold a
spirit in them, and lighting incense beneath it allows the spirit to be
released through smoke. The first floor is called Da Xiong Buddha Hall,
and the Star-Watching Pavilion, built on Rock of A Thousand Buddhas,
connects the first floor to the second floor. One of the reasons this is
called the “Star-Watching” Pavilion is because it has a good view of
the town, and at night, the houses look like constellations. The second

Burning Incense to Jade Emperor Robert Madson
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floor is the Buddhist scriptures library.
Here we were able to see multiple smaller temples within
Zhongyuan. Among these were Laojun Temple, built in the Qing
Dynasty (1644 - 1912 AD). The upper floor once had images of the
Thunder Ancestor, Wen Zhong, and the Thunder God and Goddess as
well, which is why it is also referred to as “The Temple of the Thunder
Ancestor” and “The Thunder God Temple.”
Our group was also able to see other types of architecture in the
cave, such as the Stage Building. This is one of the best-preserved
stages in Guizhou. Upon it are about ten scenes from a famous
Chinese story, The Army of Yang (engraved on the edge of the stage)
and reliefs of flying dragons on the ceiling with characters saying
“good luck,” “emolument,” “longevity” and “happiness.” A dressing
room is behind the stage, linked by corridors to other rooms used to
view the performances. In these corridors there are carvings of the
“eight immortals.”

View from Zhongyuan Temple Benjamin Lin

Zhenyuan Ancient Town Benjamin Lin

Group Photo, Zhongyuan Temple, Zhenyuan
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Confucius Academy
Guiyang
Mark Dellanno

Confucius Academy
“Confucius was the first to have expanded schooling from
aristocrats to common people, and transformed the knowledge of
rituals preformed in ancestral temples of the aristocracy into a cause
of education shared by all humanity.” –Qian Mu, Outline of Natural
History.

Work in the middle way. Always pay
attention. In times of sadness, never
forget happiness. In times of happiness,
never forget sadness.
The first thing anyone sees at the Confucius Academy of Guiyang
is the largest Confucius statue in China, bowing in welcome to all
students who traverse the steps to his house of learning. Confucius
is considered the first teacher and Great Sage; he is called the
“Ancestor of Education in China.” The 228 meter height of his statue
is symbolic of his birthday, the 28th of September.
Confucius’ life was full of disappointment and loss. He spent years
traveling and preaching his political ideals to officials and emperors
who paid him little attention. Work in the middle way. Always pay
attention. In times of sadness, never forget happiness. In times of
happiness, never forget sadness. The task of the Confucian was
“setting the mind for heaven and the earth, questing in the interest of
common people, carrying on the legacies of late sages, and creating
peace for all ages.” His goal was to bring peace to a world torn apart
by the chaos and constant warfare of the Spring and Autumn Period.
While his philosophies may not have made an impression on the
ruling elite, they greatly influenced his growing following of students.
“A youth is to be regarded with respect. How do we know that his
future will not be better than our present?” - Confucius
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Summer Art in Confucius Academy Zhiyuan Cong
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Student Exchange
The William Paterson University group paid a special visit to
Guizhou Minzu University (GMU) – our sister school – as part of an
international student exchange. When we arrived we were given a
short tour of their campus and had the rare opportunity to see a
student/teacher mural project in the works. We were then brought
to an on campus art exhibition where we saw many incredible pieces
made by their students; from packages to paintings, it was a thrilling
experience for all.
After becoming acquainted with some of the students, the
professors of GMU put on a show of their skills, painting and drawing
some of our students and presenting the final products to them
as gifts. While many paintings and drawings were created, GMU’s
favorites were paintings of Kali Wallace and Eric Abrams; these were
presented as gifts to the Center of Chinese Art upon our return to the
University later in our trip.

Part of the exchange involved two GMU students, Liu Guang
Xi and Shang Chang Ming, joining our group. They were a very
welcomed addition to our family and accompanied us for about a
week. In that time, they aided us in our catalogue (featuring them) and
we aided them in their sister catalogue (featuring us). After spending
this time together, their return to their university was bittersweet. It
was incredibly fun, and saying goodbye is always hard.
Upon our return to GMU, we attended a quick conference before
taking a brisk walk across the beautiful and steep campus. Here,
some of us picked up new friends in English majors who were very
surprised and excited to practice their language skills. From there,
we joined in on an on campus street festival were WPU and GMU
students joined together in ink painting, paper cutting, traditional
dress, dancing and a tea ceremony.
Later, we challenged their athletes to tug of war and won 3-0.

Student Art Exchange, Guizhou Minzu University Robert Madson

Students Dancing, Guizhou Minzu University Michael Hoffman

GMU won later that day, however, with their outstanding cultural
performances, dancers, singers and instrumentalists. Two of our own
groups attempted some performances – Mary Angus on hula hoop,
and Mark Dellanno who carried his peers through Queen’s Bohemian

Rhapsody. While there was great heart in our effort, we couldn’t
match GMU’s costumes, performance or coordination.
This cultural exchange helped strengthen the bond between our
schools and allowed both groups of students a new perspective.

Dr. Xueli Zhang, President of Guizhou Minzu University and his faculty meets Summer Art in China Program Faculty and students.
Student Exchange: Traditional Dress, Dancing, Tug of War, Drawing & Performances.
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Mark Dellanno:
Edison, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art Hira Rashid
“This trip has been like stepping into a new world, complete with merits and flaws. Every second
is a new experience and adventure that will never be forgotten.”

Hira Rashid:
Ramsey, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“When we first arrived in Shanghai, our tour guide told us that this city was referred to as ‘the Concrete Forest.’ This seems like an appropriate name. I have never visited a place with such unique
and distinctive architecture.”

Kali Wallace:
Wayne, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“I’ve been lucky enough to visit China more than once and it’s a place that manages to surprise
me and surpass my expectations with each sight I see, whether new or familiar.”

Jennifer Hastings:
Denville, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“Traveling in China is like having a dream of home, where everything seems familiar, until you look
History Group Photo, Three-Star Piles Museum Lindsay Gotthold
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closely and realize all the colors and shapes are wrong.”
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MINORITY
Thomas Gianinio, Lindsay Gotthold, John McElrone, Julia Siersema

Rice Fields John McElrone

Traditional Dong Minority Dance Lindsay Gotthold
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Landscape And Architecture
The sweeping hills of Guizhou are painted with endless rice
paddies and dotted with small village rooftops. This mountainous
province is what the Miao, Dong and other minority groups have
called home for hundreds of years. The lush green landscape nestled
within southern China has always been the perfect environment for

Jiabang Stair Fields
John McElrone

These paddies are passed on from
generation to generation, with the last
one built roughly 400 years ago
settlement, from its constant supply of freshwater springs to its steep
defensive position. While in this area we were able to, on multiple
occasions, experience these vistas and their people first-hand. From
walking down stepped systems of farmland to driving down winding
mountain roads, we got to see Guizhou through the eyes of an
invader trying to reach the doorsteps of these villages.
When these people first chose this area to inhabit, they looked
solely for a defensive safe house to shelter them from enemies. By
building on the mountainside, simply reaching their homes became
a difficult feat, never mind attempting warfare. Even with modern
transportation, we had a difficult time making the hike into the Dong
and Miao villages. During our trek, we observed beautiful green
forests filled with China Firs, with splits in the mountainside showing
the red earth hidden underneath. Immediately noticeable were
the rice fields, cascading gently down every hill until they plummet
out of view into the valleys below. These paddies are passed on
from generation to generation, with the last one built roughly 400
years ago. Mostly tended by the elderly residing in the village, the
Dong and Miao harvest rice, fish, corn and other crops to feed their
communities. They not only rely on rain patterns but also on the
migration patterns of red swallows. After years of close attention,
the people of the mountains figured out the best time to plant their
rice for a bountiful harvest was after the swallows’ return migration.

Michael and Dean Resting
Lindsay Gotthold

Jiabang Stair Field
John McElrone

Jiaban Stair Fields John McElrone
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Zhaoxing, Dong Village, Julia Siersema

Sanbao Drum Tower Julia Siersema

Zhaoxing, Dong Village, Julia Siersema
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Group Photo Outside Miao Village Zhiyuan Cong

In addition, having built their fields so close in vicinity to one another,
it is common to see villagers traversing the edges of these paddies
like a tight-rope act. Their continuous dedication in maintaining field
upkeep is quite remarkable indeed.
After a long day in the fields, Miao villagers return home to their
stilt-frame houses built with local firs and evergreens. With only one
room, these structures typical house one family or act as storefronts
to sell food and other goods. Baked mud, commonly referred to in
the western world as “adobe,” is molded into tile shingles, which
are then overlapped to construct the roof. Since the weather in
the mountains is susceptible to heavy rainfall, these tiles must be
periodically replaced.
		
In accordance with tradition, the spiritual leader is housed
at the highest point of elevation. This way they can remain closer
to the heavens, showing respect for their role in the village. Both

the Dong and Miao usually build in the higher mountain rises of
Guizhou. However, the Dong minority tend to also construct homes
near lowland basins so they are closer to natural water sources. The
Miao will also occasionally build between valleys, increasing water
availability but making any unwanted intrusions challenging at best.
Another difference we noticed between the Dong and Miao
were structures known as drum towers. Specific to Dong villages,
these monolithic wooden constructions were built near the center
of their respective settlements. Acting as a meeting place for the
community, students were welcomed to sit and study beneath them.
Elders gathered around the fire pit to tell stories and play games.
Although all the minorities belong to the same country, differences
like these help to shape their own identity and culture, with each
person bringing unique color to make up China’s extraordinary
palette.
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Beliefs
Many refer to the United States as “melting pot,” a mixture of
many different cultures to meld into one pool in society. In China,
there are 56 different minorities – each with their own traditions,
way of life, and a distinct flower to represent their people. For this
reason, China is referred to as a giant mosaic; each piece retains
its individuality but comes together to make a group of people
coexisting in perfect harmony. Within this collective, a good majority
of the pieces are made up of the Miao, one of the largest of the 17
different minorities in Guizhou alone, with a population of around
8.9 million. The rest are dispersed throughout the Yunnan, Hunan,
Sichuan, Hubei, Hainan and Guangxi regions. In Guizhou, there is a
saying that rings true about the atmosphere of the province, “There
is no three days without rain, there are no three steps of flat land, and
there are no three people with one silver coin.” Calling back to the
climate, landscape, wealth and lifestyle of Guizhou’s minorities, these
sayings are telling of their peoples’ everyday outlook on life.
Traveling within the province, we had the opportunity to
explore both Dong and Miao villages tucked away peacefully in
the mountainside. From what we’ve seen both minorities influence
one another but practice traditions that help maintain ties to their
individual cultures. These people are self-sustaining, taking what
they need from the land. Yet, modern day technology is slowly
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beginning to make its way to their lives. Cell towers and automobiles
are strewn about the roads, creating an interesting contrast against
the beautiful scenery of the mountains. The use of mobile phones is
also becoming more popular among the younger generations. While
taking pictures for our research, we were surprised to see flashes not
of our own, indicating we ourselves were being captured digitally.
In other parts of the world, major religions are typically focused
around worship of a god, gods, prophets, or other figures of
importance. To the residences in Guizhou, “religion” would not be
the right word to describe their beliefs. Instead, theirs is more a
spiritual practice, deeply tied to respecting nature and remembering
their ancestors. For example, one of the animals very important to
the Miao is the water buffalo. During our time in Xijiang Miao Village,
we spoke with the village leader’s brother. He explained that because
of its bravery and strength in working the fields, the animal is revered
by their people. So much so, in fact, that a water buffalo skull became
the centerpiece of an altar in one of the stilted houses, where the
essence of their ancestors was kept. We were invited inside to pay
our respects, and taught to rub our hands from the base of its skull
to the points of the horns, almost as in an act of embrace. Alongside
it incense was lit, and it was apparent that neither the fire, nor the
traditions of these people, would ever burn out.

Villagers Working Jiabang Stair Field Michelle LeGrand
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Students and faculty participating in traditional Miao dance Lindsay Gotthold
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Group Photo, Miao Minority Village, Congjiang Zhiyuan Cong
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Textiles
When looking at the lifestyles of the Dong and Miao, many
similarities are apparent: living in the mountainous region of Guizhou,
practicing embroidery, and festivals revolving around themes of
nature and coming of age. Much of the same can be said when
talking about minority art. The work of these people reflects the
natural resources available to them, while also providing a glimpse
into their daily lives and colorful traditions.
Throughout the province, the Miao and Dong people are well
known for their remarkable embroidery skills. Aside from the rice
crop, both cotton and hemp are grown to be harvested and woven
into textiles. Much of their history is recorded through their sewn
patterns, a token of their historical absence of written language.
Motifs such as butterflies and dragons represent the stories of their
ancestors before them. The Miao specifically practice their famous
“Thread Splitting Embroidery,” a process consisting of taking one
thread and carefully dividing the fibers into 8 to 10 smaller ones, then
weaving them into a design. This method of embroidery is not only
complicated, but time consuming. As a result, it takes roughly three
years to finish one article of clothing with this technique. After seeing
their finished work, it was hard to believe it was the outcome of human
hands, even with its practice dating back countless generations.
From split-threading to textile embroidery, each of the seventeen
different techniques can be seen on tablecloths, costumes and
numerous other spaces throughout the villages. Embroidery held a
prominent role in marriage festivals as well. Coupled with the Miao’s
mastery in shaping silver, women of age would be tasked with making

Oversized Miao Silver Adornments John McElrone
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their own wedding dresses. The designs were more elaborate than
everyday garments, and adorned with silver ornaments that were
accumulated by their family to address wealth and the bride’s beauty.
The more silver worn, the more it reflected these two ideals to all in
attendance at the ceremony. During our time visiting Xijiang Miao
village, we were lucky enough to see headdresses, necklaces, chest
adornments, bracelets, rings and earrings of silver that were worn
during these festivals of importance.
The art of dyeing fabric was also prominent throughout minority
culture in Guizhou. Pigments were produced with everything from
cow blood to plant roots, creating rich colors that caught the attention
of everyone at the local markets. “Batik” dyeing was developed by
the Miao to create clean, beautiful designs on cloth. In this process,
beeswax was gathered and spread onto the base as an outline. Then,
using the pigments from indigo root, was submerged in blue dye to
reveal the white patterns left over by the residue. By tradition, these
methods of dyeing and embroidery were passed down from mother
to daughter. However, because of rapid modernization, many of these
skills are becoming a lost art. Few young women are willing to learn
with the draw of city life calling them. In this day and age, many decide
to leave the countryside for more modern societies once they turn
18, in hopes of finding work and study. In response, Guizhou holds an
embroidery competition every year, the cash prize being a rewarding
incentive to keep the tradition alive. The finished works were not only
breathtaking, but after watching these techniques in constant practice
we all left with a much better appreciation for their craft.

Dong Embroidery Lindsay Gotthold

Man Creating Miao Textiles Julia Siersema
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Festivals
To the Miao, Dong and other minorities, there is a reason to
celebrate every day. In Guizhou, there are over 1,000 different
festivals held during the year. Each festival defines the minorities’
beliefs and way of life. While visiting some of the villages, we were
able to experience some of the traditional customs used in events
such as weddings, courting festivals, harvest festivals and funerals.
In our eyes, it seemed everyone was welcomed to revel at these
wonderful performances.
The New Rice Festival takes place right before the harvesting of
rice begins. A farmer will go out to the fields, harvest some of the
new rice and prepare it for family, friends, and others in the village
to test and see if the batch will be good. Once it is determined to be
worthy, it is then consumed in good company and appreciation of the
land from which it was grown.
The Dong minority group has an elaborate way of sharing its
culture and beliefs with those visiting the village. On our first night
we watched a performance by the group’s young dancers, consisting
of three different parts. The first showed how they worship their
ancestors and give thanks to them. The second, which made up a large
Traditional music played on bamboo Lushengs (mouth organs)

portion of the performance, told the story of Zhulang and Niangmei.
Similar to the tale of Romeo and Juliet, Zhulang and Niangmei were in
love and ran away to get married. However, after arriving in their new
town, the son of the wealthiest landlord set his eyes on Niangmei.
The landlord’s son tricked Zhulang into following him, where he was
killed. When Niangmei found out what the landlord’s son had done,
she sought out revenge by tricking him in return and giving him the
same fate as her husband. Out of grief over the loss of her lover,
she then took her own life as well. A tragic ending, but one that is
well known throughout the countryside. The third part of the story
showed young men partaking in various sports, one being a form of
wrestling to prove strength, and the other fighting bulls, which is a
recurring theme throughout Dong villages.
Once winter passes and spring begins to bloom, many courting
festivals take place in Guizhou, where young men and women have

In Guizhou, there are over 1,000 different
festivals held during the year
Robert Madson’s “Mock Wedding” Lindsay Gotthold
Traditional Miao Haircut Lindsay Gotthold
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Performance of Zhulang and Niangmei Julia Siersema

the chance meet their potential spouses. These festivals are filled
with music, dancing, food and an atmosphere of freedom. Usually
this is the only time that the young men and women will be allowed
to dance with each other and interact without meeting disapproval.
In hopes of finding love, many young men and women take this
opportunity to have fun and celebrate their transition into married
life.
At the first Dong village we visited, Tangan Dong Village, one
of our students was able to participate in a marriage ceremony
demonstration. These ceremonies are performed by “Shahs” in
the village. The guests are welcomed with traditional music played
on bamboo Lushengs (mouth organs). The bride and groom stand
together in front of the crowd as the Shah walks around them fanning
a branch. Then, the couple is offered cups of rice wine to drink. Once
they have drunk the wine, they must offer the next cup to the Shah.
Finally, the bride offers the groom a sticky rice cake, from which
he takes a bite. Once the ceremony is over, the couple offers their

guests a sticky rice cake. In return, the guest will provide the couple
with money to help them start their lives.
Unfortunately, with every new beginning there is also an inevitable
end. Funerals are taken very seriously in both of these minority
cultures and carried out in a very unique manner. When a new baby
is born in the village, a tree is planted in the forest. The symbolism
of the baby being able to grow taller along with the tree is both
heartwarming and practical. Once their last breath is taken, the
villagers help the family cut down the tree to construct their coffin.
Once they are buried, a new tree is usually planted on top of the
grave to mark it. Most of the time, these funerals take place within
24 hours of the person’s death. The family of the deceased receives
help from all the villagers in preparing for the event, which is another
reminder how deep the connection is between nature, their lives and
their deaths. The village of Tangan is well known for their forest of
ancient trees.
Miao Traditional Dance and Costumes Julia Siersema
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Tom Gianinio:
Wayne, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“Never be afraid to dive in to someone’s culture and fully experience it.”

Julia Siersema:
Spring Lakeheights, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“My experiences in China have forever changed me. I never would have thought I would have
been so lucky to see and do what we have done. I’m so thankful and can’t wait to see what else
this world has to offer.”

Lindsay Gotthold:
Vineland, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“Every day is a reason to celebrate and remember the past.”

John McElrone:
North Haledon, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“With each step I’ve taken, whether it be on the streets of Shanghai or the soil of Guizhou’s
mountainside, I’ve gained experiences I could have never dreamed of. Exploring the minority villages and their art was remarkable to see, and is still somewhat surreal. These are moments in my
Minority Group Photo Taken with Women in Traditional Regalia Shang Chang Ming
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life I will never forget.”
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CULTURE
Eric Abrams, Michelle LeGrand, Benjamin Lin, Robert Madson

Sunrise Mount Emei Robert Madson

With Puxian Buddha, Mount Emei Robert Madson
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Shanghai
The incredible density of China’s population was instantly
noticeable when we entered the country. Everywhere the streets were
alive with a multitude of cars, trucks, taxis, scooters and pedestrians.
While cars and people were nothing new to us, the equally numerous
mopeds and bikes, zipping through the streets, were a complete
surprise.
The city of Shanghai was energetic, bustling with 24 million
citizens. As we made our way through the downtown area, we
entered our first outdoor marketplace – the Cheng Huang Temple
Area, located just outside to Yuyuan Garden – where we learned our
first lesson: how to barter. This was, perhaps, the best first-hand
learning experience on how to interact with the locals and our first
adventure into local culture.

Shanghai Marketplace Eric Abrams

Everywhere the streets were alive with a
multitude of cars, trucks, taxis, scooters
and pedestrians.

Shanghai at Night Benjamin Lin

Streets, highways, bridges and buildings are all brightly lit in Shanghi.
The architecture utilizes many different shapes and designs, from
curved to squared to any number of other geometric shapes, each
with its own unique roof (like the many different hats of China’s many
minority cultures). This architecture runs through all different parts of
the city, from the high-class to the low-class areas. The rooftops of
most buildings will have a traditional style, but still be modernized.
Some buildings will have dragon sculptures running along each edge
of the roof. Construction is a constant of the ever-expanding city.
New buildings are continuously being built, with innovative modern
designs that still manage to reflect traditional ideals of shape and
structure.

Shanghai Robert Madson
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Shanghai at Night Benjamin Lin
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The Yuyuan Garden
The Yuyuan Garden is a beautiful, classical Chinese garden right
in the center of a busy city on-the-go. The Yuyuan Garden was built
by Pan Yunyuan, an administration commissioner of Sichuan Province,
during the reign of Ming Emperor Jiajing; maintenance of this garden
is now performed by the state. While entering different rooms in
the garden, there are thresholds of a foot high which are meant to
ward off evil spirits. The higher the threshold, the more important
the persons who lived there. Two massive three-toed dragons wrap
along the walls of the garden (five-toed dragons were reserved only
for the emperor).

A very popular attraction at this garden is the naturally hollowed
Yu Ling Long, or “Exquisite Jade Rock.” Despite its name, this stone
is a granite relic of Emperor Huizong during the Song dynasty. It has
a history of over a thousand years and has been voted the second
most beautiful rock in the world. If incense is burned below the stone,
smoke will travel out all of the rock’s naturally hollowed holes. If rain
trickles down and enters the top, it will run through all the holes to
the bottom. It is slim. It has texture. There is negative space visible
through the holes. It meets all the requirements of a beautiful rock.
Where it loses first place is in its shape; its form is too linear. There are

Exquisite Jade Rock, Yuyuan Garden Robert Madson

not nearly enough outcroppings to please Ming dynasty philosophers.
Elsewhere in the garden are large ponds filled with koi, turtles, frogs
and gorgeous lotus flowers. Along with the amazing garden work,
there are also opera stages made for performances, cultural relics, and
traditional Chinese art. It is said that daughters and women of wealthy
households were restricted to the house and the back garden. It is little
surprise then that entertainment, and even opera, were brought specially
to them.

Yuyuan Garden John McElrone
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Yuyuan Garden John McElrone
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Guizhou
With its modern cities and traditional villages, Guizhou is a province
of two worlds. When we first entered the region at its capital, the city
of Guiyang, the overall view was similar to Shanghai’s. Though the
contemporary skyscrapers lit up the night, the structures were not as
varied as they were in Shanghai. When we left the metropolitan area
and headed into the countryside, Guizhou’s modernism faded and its
traditional values grew. Everything was old buildings and traditional
features, structured out of wood and situated around farms and
rice paddies. There were a few modern qualities, such as electric
lighting, cellular phones, laptops and occasionally Karaoke bars. The
buildings, tools, farming techniques and cultural practices, on the
other hand, have been around for hundreds of years.
Jiaxiu Tower and Temple Park
Jiaxiu garden is a place for people to sell goods, socialize and
play games. There are stalls of food, musical instruments, souvenirs
and even art work. William Paterson University students were able to
watch one gentleman hand paint two orchids on a paper fan using
traditional Chinese ink painting techniques, and were amazed by the
experience. The park is also used as a recreational area for retired
citizens. Early in the morning, many people practice Tai Chi here as
a way to exercise and relieve stress. Another form of exercise is the
spinning top, a large metal top that spins on the ground, propelled
by the force of two people whipping its sides. Maintaining the
momentum to spin the top takes a great deal of force, power and
balance.
The Drum Tower of Sanbao, Rongjiang
The Drum Tower of Sanbao is one of the largest drums towers in
China. A river runs alongside shops and civilian livelihood. Stores and
homes are one in the same, conserving energy by leaving the lights off
until customers enter. Many children run the stoned pathways of the
adjoining town, and were happy to receive signatures from and take
pictures with the foreign WPU students. There is a beautiful bridge
connecting the different sides of the town across the Rongjiang (the
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Rong River), along with many areas for people to relax next to the
calming and soothing sound of running water.
Wuyang River Scenic Area, Zhenyuan Ancient Town
Zhenyuan is a 2,000-year-old ancient city with stone roads and
sidewalks, as well as many shops to investigate. The Wuyang River
forms a snaking,“S” shape that cuts the city in half, forming a yin yang
shape. In this area civilians train for the dragon boat festival, rowing
together to the beat of a pounding drum. The dragon boat is very
long and narrow, fitting two long rows of determined competitors
who, digging their paddles heavily into the water below, soar along
at incredible speeds. This festival is held in remembrance of Qu Yuan,
a renowned poet and state official who jumped to his death from the
nearby bridge during the Warring States Period. The boats fly across
the water in remembrance of him, each fighting in a gesture to be the
first to “save” the drowning man. It is also said that the locals initially
threw food into the river to distract the fish from Qu Yuan’s body after
they failed to rescue him. Today, they throw zongzi, glutinous rice
wrapped in bamboo or reed leaves (so that the fish cannot reach it),
as an offering to Qu Yuan himself.
Huaxi National City Wetland Park, Guiyang
The Huaxi National City Wetland Park has an estimated size of
4.6 square kilometers. It is located near Guangzhou Minzu University
in Guiyang. This park is filled with water wheels, grain mills and
greenery. Its ecosystem includes paddy wetlands, river wetlands,
marsh wetlands, strand wetlands and moist meadows. Certain plants
are protected in this park such as peonies, camphor and ginko, as
well as animals such as the falcon, salamander, stannel and more.
Mountains border the landscape, while bamboo and willow trees
border the river banks. Many people come to this park for its calming
atmosphere and relaxing scenery. Retirees and students alike come
to the park to dance, play music, relax at the tea shop, exercise and
participate in many other recreational activities.

Sprinning Top at Jiaxiu Temple Park Robert Madson
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Park Dancing in Huaxi, Guiyang Lindsay Gotthold

Professor Cong showing images to local children Rongjiang Lindsay Gotthold

Practicing for the Dragon Boat Festival Zhenyuan Ancient Town Michelle LeGrand
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Chengdu
Chengdu is the city of panda pride. As the home of the Chengdu
Panda Research Base, the depiction of the iconic animal can be
found everywhere, from images on taxis to stuffed animals sold by
every street vendor. The local marketplace we explored after our
first night’s dinner was a grid of shops and restaurants with outdoor
walkways, every inch packed with street vendors selling freshly made
food, handcrafted souvenirs, and of course, panda paraphernalia.
Wu Hou Temple, Chengdu
Throughout the Wu Hou Temple there are ponds, waterfalls,
gardens and detailed sculptural pieces resting along railings and
bridges. The lotus flower is a common plant found in ponds throughout
all of China, its petals used as a natural herb in Chinese medicine and
its roots eaten raw or used to make cake. Many people use a single
lotus leaf for tea and its seeds for soup. Locals and tourists alike visit

Giant Panda Breeding Research Base
this temple to admire the beautiful sculptures and scenery as well as
to visit the temple as a shrine for prayer.
Inside the shrine are several statues, including one of Liu Bei the
emperor of the Shu state, which is what the Sichuan area, including
Chengdu, was known as during the Three Kingdoms Period. Liu Bei
was considered to be an ambitious leader – he was a civil official, as
well as a great general. The statue of him dressed in casual clothing
conveys his modesty. There are several statues of other generals
surrounding him, including his grandson. His son was not included,
as he was known for being cowardly and lazy.
Zhuge Liang, another featured statue, was Liu Bei’s prime minister.
Statues of Zhuge Liang’s son and grandson were both included around
the statue of Zhuge Liang. To this day, Zhuge Liang is considered one
of the world’s greatest strategists. Many in the military still use his
tactics, and even Chairman Mao Zedong was inspired by his writing.
Snoozing Panda Michelle LeGrand

“All things bright & beautiful, all creatures great & small, All things
wise and wonderful.” – Cecil Frances Alexander
“There is enough on Earth for everybody’s need, but not enough
for everybody’s greed.” – Gandhi
“If we do not permit the Earth to produce beauty and joy, it will in
the end, not produce food either.” – Joseph Wood Krutch
The Panda Research and Breeding Center at Chengdu was an
amazing experience for everyone on this trip. Several of the pandas
were in the open on the cool misty day, munching on bamboo and
snoozing in trees. All that could be heard was the clicking of cameras,
capturing every moment of the pandas’ activity. There are a total
of 50 pandas currently residing in the conservatory and surrounding
reserves. There are only about 1,600 pandas in the wild, making this
species in danger of extinction.
Reasons for their endangerment include the destruction of
bamboo forests, their once-per-year breeding cycle, antisocial
behaviors, predation and weak digestive systems. Additionally,
bamboo has a thirty year life cycle, followed by a mass die off.
Wu Hou Temple Robert Madson
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Whenever a species of bamboo flowers
and dies, the pandas are forced to
migrate to a new area which can sustain
one of the few species of high mountain
bamboo they can digest. This migration
has become harder and harder as cities
develop and encroach onto the land
these animals need to survive. History
was made in the 1980 by the breeding
center’s panda Mei Mei, referred to as
the “hero mother,” who gave birth to
11 cubs over her lifetime, eight of which
survived. Since then, both pandas Qing
Qing and Ya Ya have managed to give
birth to 13 cubs each, all of whom are
currently alive.
Because of the overwhelming love
and passion for pandas in Chengdu,
many people are determined to help protect this species. The panda
research facility spends about 10,000 euro per year to provide for
the pandas needs. China has also made peace with other countries
using “Panda Diplomacy.” They have sent pandas overseas to Japan,
France, England and even the United States.

Teenage Pandas at Lunchtime Michelle LeGrand
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Mount Emei
The peak of Mount Emei rests at 3,000 kilometers above sea level
and is the highest among the Four Sacred Buddhist Mountains of
China. At this level, the air is much thinner, leaving a harsh chill with
unpredictable weather and fog. The entire adventure to the top
of the mountain consisted of hundreds of rocky and uneven steps
surrounded by steep cliffs and forestry. Some visitors may even
choose to be carried all the way to the top on chairs suspended by
long bamboo rods.
Mount Emei has a reputation of being the most delicate mountain
in China. To help sustain the natural life on the mountain, the
reservation uses eco-friendly buses to bring visitors to the bottom
of the mountain’s steps, about 2,400 kilometers above sea level.
A brisk hike leads up to the powerful German-made gondola. The
gondola, while quite large, was packed with a tremendous amount
of people at once before being allowed to glide above the mountain
and disappear into the clouds.
At the very peak of the mountain is the Puxian temple, just
beneath a towering golden bodhisattva (Puxian), surrounded by
large white elephant sculptures. Bodhisattvas are figures that have
gained enlightenment, but choose to stay within the cycle of rebirth
to pass on Buddhist teachings to others. Puxian, also known as
Samantabhadra, is the “lord of Truth” and the patron of Buddhist law,
compassion and meditation. His companion, the white elephant with
six tusks (representing the six senses), is believed to bless the public.
Jinding temple is the head, which is a pilgrimage center for
believers.
Wannain temple is the heart, which is the practice center.
Dafo temple and Baogue temple are the feet, which are the
education centers of Buddhism.

Group Photo on top of Mount Emei Zhiyuan Cong

View from Mount Emei Robert Madson

Buddhist Monk Mount Emei John McElrone
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Chinese Cuisine
The cuisine of China has its own special place within its people’s
culture and encompasses a wide variety of different dishes. Hospitality
is held in high regard by the Chinese, and as guests in their country,
we were presented with many dishes which varied greatly by region.
Shanghai
Located on the east coast of China is Shanghai, a city where
the cuisine is known for being particularly sweet in comparison to
dishes served in other parts of the country. While visiting Shanghai,
our group dined in the guest house of the donors who made the
scholarships for our trip possible: Ms. Ching Yiu, Mr. Zhipeng Ding
and Mr. Shengzhan Ding. Here, we had the opportunity to sample
the very best of Shanghai cuisine, including Lotus roots from the
Yangtze River delta and small river shrimp served in a sweet white
sauce. Dinner included more than thirty dishes, each with its own
unique taste and presentation.

Presentation is stressed in Shanghai cuisine more than in any
other region of China. The delicate details were most apparent in
a dish that we were told we could get nowhere else in the world.
This dish consisted of many very small, tender clams surrounded by a
bright green pureed bean mixture. The consistency was almost that
of very soft mashed potatoes and had a distinct sweet shellfish taste
that complimented the pureed beans perfectly. It was something that
none of us had ever experienced, and are not likely to experience
again due to its rare, expensive and preparation-intensive nature.
Guizhou
“If you do not have sour food for three days, you will not have the
energy to walk.”
After visiting the bustling city of Shanghai, we traveled to the
southern region of Guizhou. The first clear difference between these
two cuisines were the spices used in their preparation. Guizhou

Snow Pea Puree and Baby Clams, Shanghai Cuisine Robert Madson

cuisine utilizes sharp and spicy flavors in the majority of their dishes.
It is what the locals refer to as “la.” Another distinct characteristic is
the overall sourness, which combined with the local spice, creates a
strong sensational flavor that overcomes the palette. Fish is a staple
in Guizhou cuisine and we were often served a variety of fish soup
which left a hot lingering feel, warming the whole body. Guizhou is
a much more rural area than Shanghai, and the presentation is not
nearly as delicate and refined. We had the opportunity to dine in
several small villages that served home-style meals. The freshness
was unsurpassed. All vegetables came straight from fields in the
village and the meats from local livestock.
In the city of Guiyang, the capital of Guizhou, our eyes were
opened to different local dining customs, primarily drinking. We
were immediately welcomed by our gracious hosts, administrators
from Guizhou Minzu University and highly talented calligraphy
artists. Once the rice wine was poured, it did not stop. Toasting
with the traditional drink of the region over the hard work and
collaboration of the people that assisted in planning our trip
made for a beautiful celebration and helped bring our exchange
program together as an international family.
Guizhou Cuisine Robert Madson
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Scholarship Dinner at the Guesthouse of Mr. Hakman Wing & Mrs. Ching Yiu Robert Madson

Sichuan
To the north of the Guizhou province is the Sichuan province,
an area of China where cuisine is also known for its spice. Here, the
intensity of the spice is offset by a variety of other flavors, particularly
a noticeable sweetness that differs greatly from the spice of Guizhou.
This variation of spice is called “ma” by the locals, and is not nearly
as strong as “la.” Cuisine in Chengdu, the capital of the Sichuan
province, utilizes a pepper native to the region, which creates a sharp,
hot, fast tingling sensation.
Chengdu is also known for its tea, a key part of Chinese culture
at large. Tea leaves are often used within the cuisine, as well as in
the many teahouses of Chengdu. Duck smoked with tea leaves is a
dish that is distinctly Sichuan and utilizes very little spice to create
its flavor. Teahouse culture here is very prominent, and certain tea
blends originate from this region, including a combination of Goji
berries and dates used locally to alleviate the intense heat of central
China.

Shanghai Cuisine Robert Madson
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Eric Abrams:
Wyckoff, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“I’m so thankful for this experience at this point in my life. Visiting China has reinvigorated my
desire to travel and see the art and culture of every corner of the world.”

Michelle LeGrand:
Dumont, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“Since the beginning of the trip, I have been overwhelmed by the beautiful land, the rich culture,
and the hospitable people. This has truly been an experience of a lifetime, and I can’t wait to
share what I have learned.”

Benjamin Lin:
Glen Rock, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“This trip means the world to me. China is a unique place and if you open your mind to it, it will
change you in ways you couldn’t imagine.”

Robert Madson:
Whitehouse Station, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“My favorite part of this trip has definitely been the traveling to the different villages and provinces within Guizhou. More specifically, the traditional music of the Miao village grew on me so
much I found myself singing or humming the songs.”
Culture Group Yuyuan Garden Lindsay Gotthold
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Art
Mary Angus, Dean Fiorellini, Michael Hoffman, Denzell Littlejohn

Shanghai National Art Museum Denzell Littlejohn

Group Photo, Shanghai China Art Museum, Robert Madson
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Bridging the Gap between East and West

Liu Haisu Art Museum Outdoor sculpture featuring traditional button and clasp Robert Madson

Our group had the fortunate opportunity of visiting the new
location of the Liu Haisu Art Museum in Shanghai before its doors
were opened to the public. Thanks to Professor Cong’s personal
relationship with Liu Haisu. Professor Zhiyuan Cong considers Liu
Haisu his mentor and studied under his mastery until Liu Haisu’s
passing in 1994. When asked about Liu Haisu and how he affected
Cong’s work or philosophy of art, Cong replied simply, “He changed
my philosophy. He changed my life.”
The magnitude of Liu Haisu and his impact on Chinese art cannot
be emphasized enough. He is widely considered the father of modern
art in China, which is an impression shared by the countless artists,
museum directors and professors we met over the course of our trip
through China.
This year celebrates the 120th anniversary of Haisu’s birthday and
the 10th anniversary of the founding of the Liu Haisu Art Museum.
The museum’s first location was three kilometers away from its
current location in downtown Shanghai. Its new site is 30,000 square
meters in total including exhibition space, storage and an outdoor
garden area.
Liu Haisu facilitated the integration of Western and modern
Chinese art at just 17 years old by opening the Shanghai Art School
in 1911 along side his contemporaries, Wu Shiguang and Zhang
Jinguang. Haisu strongly believed in the Western tradition of working
with nude models for figure painting and drawing. When he first
introduced nude models to China people considered him a traitor of
traditional Chinese art. Not only did the government want to arrest
him, but the public was also outraged and felt he should be severely
punished.

Conference at Liu Haisu Art Museum, Shanghai Robert Madson

Conference at Liu Haisu Art Museum, Shanghai Robert Madson
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Sculpture of Liu Haisu Lindsay Gotthold

Liu Haisu and Zhiyuan Cong, 1992

Group Photo with Director Jian Zhang and Deputy Director Vera Bao, Shanghai Liu Haisu Art Museum, Robert Madson

When Zhiyuan Cong recalls Haisu’s life as “a very sad story.” Liu
Haisu lost his position as president of a school he founded three
separate times during his lifetime due to disagreements with the

When asked about Liu Haisu and how he
affected Cong’s work or philosophy of
art, Cong replied simply, “He changed
my philosophy. He changed my life.”

Liu Haisu Art Museum Lindsay Gotthold
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Chinese government. He was forced to seek amnesty in Japan in
1927 for several years due to political prosecution. Liu understood
the importance of exposing China to the art of the West, and fought

for his ideals even when he met great resistance from his country.
In the 1920’s Haisu studied in France where he met Matisse and
Picasso. He appreciated Fauvism for its rich vibrant colors. On a
deeper level Haisu also understood how important this movement
and these artists were to the development of art and believed that
China needed to know.
At the end of Liu Haisu’s life he donated more than 300 pieces
to the government of China with the intention of his work being
available to the public eye. Liu Haisu’s daughter commented on the
philanthropic nature of her father’s donation during a conversation
with Zhiyuan Cong, explaining that though Haisu’s radical ideals
and conflict with the Chinese government left their family very
poor at times, Haisu never wanted to sell his collections. He would
rather be poor. The profits from most of the pieces that Haisu did
sell during his lifetime were donated to scholarships, libraries and
universities.
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Bridging the Gap Between Old and New
“The heart of Chinese modern art.”
The Shanghai Museum of Modern Art, or the China Art Palace,
is known as the largest museum in Asia, with an exhibition space
of about 166,000 square meters. The complex architecture of this
building is reminiscent of a flipped pyramid, decorated with Chinese
seals to enhance its gravitating appeal. Here, William Paterson
students found a conglomeration of art from several generations,
which helped to bridge the gap between modern and older art styles.
During the 20th century, styles from France and Japan were
integrated into traditional Chinese Art, which pushed the boundaries
and shaped it into the art of today. The pioneers of this new
movement, Zhou Xiang and Liu Haisu, created schools specifically
for Chinese and Western artists. The museum is based in Shanghai

Fish by Zhu Da, Shanghai China Art Museum Robert Madson
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because it fostered the merge between East and West and became
the birthplace and center of modern Chinese art. This new form of
education welcomed a large wave of fresh ideas, thus opening the
doors for many dynamic artists to evolve into artists of the future.
Located at this museum, the Origins of Western Paintings
collection is a display of artists within the 20th century who made
a significant impact in the world of art. It consists of works from: Li
Xiangyang, Hu Zhirong, He Muqun and many more.
“Fruit Series” can be aesthetically tied to the works of Henri
Matisse and his organic representations of still lives. His work captures
the audience with abstract imagery and vibrant colors which convey
an emotional and visceral feeling to its viewers. Another enterprising
piece was “Mirage No. 52.” The visual elements from this piece were

derived from the era of German Supremacy. Moreover, the image is
in close relation to “White Square on White” (1918) by famous artist
Kasimir Malevich. Also displayed were works from artists from the
recent generation who shared their work within the museum. Their
exhibitions consisted of a wide range a mediums from printmaking,
photography, shadow play, animation, paper cutting, sculpture and
even comics. Chinese artists such as these would not be who they
were today if they were not equipped with the proper training.
Overall, the museum provided exciting and unforgettable artwork
that dazzled its viewers. The experience became even more interesting
when some students stumbled onto an interactive printmaking
section within one of the descending levels of the building. Children
were especially drawn to this feature of the museum as it gave them
an opportunity to indulge in the artistic experience. Unfortunately,
the WPU students were unable to participate in creating masterpieces
of their own due to the large mass of people in waiting. This was not
a complete misfortune on our part, as we gained an even greater
experience that can never be replaced or substituted. The WPU
students will be forever grateful for this day.

Lotus by Wang Jieyin, Shanghai China Art Museum
Robert Madson

“Mirage 57” Shanghai National Art Museum Mary Angus

Circle: Painting Series by Shen Wenting, Shanghai
China Art Museum Robert Madson

Shanghai China Art Museum Robert Madson
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Inside the Shanghai China Art Museum Robert Madson

Inside the Shanghai China Art Museum Robert Madson
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A Master of Tradition and Innovator of Expression

Detail of “Along the River during the Qing Ming Festival” Shanghai National Art Museum Lindsay Gotthold

“Along the River during the Qing Ming Festival”
The Shanghai National Art Museum (China Art Museum) features
an exhibition with a unique blend of traditional and modern day media.
The featured work showcases the painting Along the River during
the Qing Ming Festival, attributed to Zhang Zeduan. This painting
is used as the backdrop to an animation showing the daily lives of
the people in the town of Kaifeng. While the background retains its
original painted style in this modernization, the figures are replaced
with 3-D animated models. The work begins in the early morning
and continues throughout the day until evening. The day scene
shows a staggering 691 figures
while the night scene features 377.
This animated short takes up a
single massive gallery, using eight
projectors to create the entire 128 x
6.5 meter screen, nearly thirty times
that of the original image.
Walking into the room you are
immediately struck by the sheer
scale of the piece. Continuing

The Sichuan Museum in the city of Chengdu houses a beautiful
collection of works by the artist Zhang Daqian or Chang Dai-chien.
Daqian is regarded as one of the most talented artists of the 20th
century both in traditional style and impressionistic work. He studied
traditional Chinese technique and worked in Shanghai for a majority
of his early career. His replications of old Master paintings are so
meticulous that art historians have trouble distinguishing his forgeries
from the original pieces of art. Many of the works in the museum were
part of Zhang Daqian’s donation.
Daqian said in a 1949 statement to his family and students,
“We copied more than 200 pieces of Dunhuang frescos with many
hardships. But I did not sell a single piece of them, no matter how
high the price was. Because I have decided to donate all of them to
our country.”
Later in his life he would travel and expose himself to his
Western contemporaries such as Picasso and Matisse. In the late
1950’s Daqian’s deteriorating eyesight along with his exposure to

expressionist artwork of the West led him to develop his pocai, or
“splashed color,” style of work.
The collection of works was ornamented by anecdotes about
the artist that illustrated his eccentric character. One of the most
interesting stories was about Daqian’s special attachment to each
brush he used. Daqian considered the brushes his “bosom friends”
and felt that every brush had a soul. Instead of haphazardly discarding
a brush after it could no longer be used, he erected a monument
to his used brushes, dedicating a corner of his yard for burying the
brushes to express his feelings and deep respect for each one.
Zhang Daqian’s talent makes him more than worthy of global
recognition and reverence. His ability to duplicate master works so
accurately that his work has been shown in the same museums around the
world as their 5th to 13th century counterparts is absolutely astounding.
Not only has Daqian made some of the best forgeries the world has
ever seen, but has also created personal work that demonstrates his
immense wealth of technical knowledge and creative ingenuity.

alongside it, you see a town in motion. Standing in front of it you
watch smaller individual interactions between people that make
the larger community. You see the boats float along the water
alongside bustling marketplaces and quiet restaurants. The piece
has a mesmerizing quality that could leave you for hours looking at
different places, watching how each interaction affects the overall
piece and leads into further events. This painting organically blends
with modern technology to create a new and unexpected work that
stands on its own in unimaginable ways.

Zhang Daqian Painting by Candlelight, Sichuan Museum Denzell Littlejohn
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Meeting with Masters
After a long and tiring bus ride, the students of William Paterson
were treated to a surprise calligraphy demonstration courtesy of the
executives of CPI Guizhou Jinyuan Group Co, a company dealing
in forms of electricity that strongly advocates for fine arts and
education. There we were allowed the opportunity to witness three
master Chinese ink painters, in addition to professor Cong, at work
in a practice referred to by them as bi hui, which translates to “brush
meeting.” At this time no words are exchanged, instead they bond
while observing each other’s calligraphy techniques.
In China, ink art is referred to as calligraphy first and painting
second. The brushstrokes of an image are seen to be an extension
of written characters. It is still the artist writing out a message in ink.
This philosophy of art is unique to Chinese culture, as they view the
written word as a visually beautiful thing.
A master of his trade, Professor Cong carefully looks over his
space. He runs his finger along the surface of the paper to mark it.
Brush strokes that at first seem hesitant are made with complete
certainty once the brush meets the surface. Every stroke is planned,
nothing done is unintentional. The ink ranges from large blocks to
intricate and delicate lines. Water and ink are mixed in different
proportions to create variation in tone. The painting is finished with
a sentence or two of calligraphy and a finishing seal, the traditional
signature of the Chinese ink painter.
Professor Cong was followed by a calligraphy demonstration by
Changgang Yang, president of the Guizhou Provincial Calligraphy
Association, who wrote out “Center for Chinese Artat William
Paterson University, USA.”
He was followed by Weili Li, the vice president of Guizhou
Provincial Calligraphy Association, who demonstrated running style
calligraphy and used it to write out “William Paterson University,” in
honor of the visiting students.
The final demonstration was given by Xiao Cha, associate director
of Guiyang Painting Institute. Xiao made a traditional ink painting
of an eagle in honor of the visiting Americans, thus mixing a more
western subject matter with an eastern technique.

Meeting with Masters Outside CPI Guizhou Jinyuan Group Co. Calligraphy Translation:
“Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University, U.S.A.” Zhiyaun Cong

Changgang Yang Calligraphy Demonstration Robert Madson

Zhiyuan Cong, Chinese Painting Demonstration Robert Madson

XiaoCha, Chinese Painting Demonstration Robert Madson

Calligraphy Demonstration Dean Fiorellini
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Journey Long and Long Journeys
“For the East and West to have a deeper exchange, to truly
understand one another we need to work very hard; Cong is one
step toward this deeper exchange,” said Feng Jianqian, president of
the Nanjing Art Institute.
In 1977 in Nanjing, a young Zhiyuan Cong worked in a rice paddy
to pay for his tuition at Nanjing Art Institute. He had no idea that
this was the beginning a wonderful journey. After receiving his

For some, it was their first time seeing
Cong’s work, and for others it was a
special treat to see the bits and pieces
we had witnessed him working on
assembled together in one place.

Symposium, National Museum of China
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BFA and MFA from Nanjing Art Institute, he taught at Nanjing Art
Institute until he moved to the US, and began working on this MFA in
printmaking at Indiana University, which he received in 1994. He has
been in more than 100 group shows and more than 30 solo shows
since then. Professor Zhiyuan Cong is a successful artist, professor
at William Paterson University and also the founder of the William
Paterson University Center for Chinese Art. He is currently exhibiting
at the largest museum in China, the Beijing National Museum, with
his show entitled “Journey Long and Long Journeys.”
On our final day in China, the WPU cultural exchange group put on
their best attire and attended Professor Cong’s opening reception.
At the show we were greeted by old friends from our travels as well as
new friend and faces. For some, it was their first time seeing Cong’s
work, and for others it was a special treat to see the bits and pieces
we had witnessed him working on assembled together in one place.
It was truly inspiring to see Cong’s 30 years of hard work all at once.
There was a point during the reception at which Zhiyuan Cong
confessed that he did not always believe he would succeed. There
was a moment of doubt when he first came to America and faced
both a language barrier and a wall of economic disadvantage. It was
his teacher, Liu Haisu, who gave him hope.
“You will succeed, because you have a mountain at your back.
That mountain is China. It is made up of your home, your culture, your
people, and your family.”
-- Liu Haisu
Over the course of our stay in China we have all taken another small
step toward a deeper cultural exchange. We have travelled far and
wide across China, seeing sights we may never see again, enjoying
culture that greeted us at every turn and people who welcomed us
with open arms. With Cong’s exhibition “Journey Long and Long
Journeys,” our journey in China comes to an end. While this is the
end of our time in China, the exchange does not end with this show,
nor does it end with this trip. There are still many more steps to be
made and many more journeys to be taken.

From left to right: Lusheng Chen, Deputy Director of the National Museum of China; Wei Ding,
Deputy Minister, the Ministry of Culture of China; and Professor Cong are visiting Exhibition.

National Museum of China, Beijing Zhiyuan Cong
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Mary Angus:
Belvidere, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“I’m so thankful for this experience at this point in my life. Visiting China has reinvigorated my
desire to travel and see the art and culture of every corner of the world.”

Dean Fiorellini:
Wayne, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“Since the beginning of the trip, I have been overwhelmed by the beautiful land, the rich culture,
and the hospitable people. This has truly been an experience of a lifetime, and I can’t wait to
share what I have learned.”

Michael Hoffman:
Totowa, NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“This trip means the world to me. China is a unique place and if you open your mind to it, it will
change you in ways you couldn’t imagine.”

Denzell Littlejohn:
Clifton NJ // Bachelor of Fine Art
“My favorite part of this trip has definitely been the traveling to the different villages and provinces within Guizhou. More specifically, the traditional music of the Miao village grew on me so
much I found myself singing or humming the songs.”
Art Group Outside the National Museum of China Lindsay Gotthold
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Program Faculty

ZHIYUAN CONG

LAUREN RAZZORE

“What I pursue is art confirmed by my own life. I endeavor to

“Never in my life would I have imagined meeting the people

draw inspiration from nature on the basis of tradition, to express

we’ve met, or seeing the places we’ve seen on this trip. This has

my inner self, to immerse myself into my works and to achieve a

been an opportunity of a lifetime and I feel eternally grateful

new equilibrium.”

for the chance to be a part of such a magical and eye opening

Faculty and Program Director

Faculty and Program Associate Director

experience. The history, art, and culture of this country has left a
Zhiyuan Cong, Director of the Summer Art in China study abroad

lasting impression on all areas of my life forever.”

program, earned a BFA in 1980 and an MFA in 1986 in Chinese
painting from Nanjing Arts Institute. He then went on to earn an

Lauren Razzore a full-time tenured Associate Professor of

MFA in printmaking from Indiana University in 1994. He is currently

Web Design and Interactive Digital Media and Chair of the Art

professor and head of the Printmaking Program, director of the

Department at William Paterson University. She is a professional

Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University, and chair of

web and graphic designer working in New York City, specializing

the Chinese - American Art Faculty Association. His prior positions

in sports, entertainment and kids design. In addition to design

include consultant to the Indianapolis Museum of Art and Qinghai

and teaching, Professor Razzore has published and presented

Province Museum, and professor of Nanjing Arts Institute. He has

several journal and online articles in her field of study, as well as

held more than 30 solo exhibitions and over one hundred group

been a frequent exhibitor of interactive art work and photography.

exhibitions, including those at the United Nations in New York,

Professor Razzore has an affinity for robots, coding, and good

The Olympic Fine Arts Exhibition 2012 in London and the National

typography. She enjoys sharing these things and her passion

Art Museum of China in Beijing. Cong has also received numerous

for art through volunteering, exhibiting and creating interactive

major media reports and reviews for his art works and achievements,

experiences.

including The New York Times, The Star-Ledger, The Record,
World Journal, Chinese News Net, People’s Daily, NJN, BBC, CNN
and CCTV-4.

The Sunset Clouds, Monotype 25.5 x 32 in, 2014
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Made in China, Digital Photogrophy 2015
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Program Staff

PAT LEY
Contributor

“This trip has been a fascinating experience, way beyond the expectation of a
usual trip abroad. The opportunity to visit the GMU with professor Cong and
visit the minority villages has given me an inside view of China not seen by many
tourists. It was a pleasure to contribute photos, memories, and thoughts each
day, to keep track of our routines, daily progress, and weekly celebrations.”

Pat Ley, a retired elementary school art teacher, was honored to be included in
the trip of Summer Art in China 2015. As a graduate of Pratt, NYU, and WPU, Pat is
a perpetual student. She is now working with Professor Cong in printmaking. Her
printmaking work can be found in many collections across the country. As president
of the Ringwood Manor Association of Arts, she is trying to encourage college
students to exhibit their artwork in a gallery setting.

Chen Guang Lun
Contributor

GUANGLUN Chen is from Guizhou Province, which is rich in natural scenery and
authentic minority culture. He has been working in the tourism industry as an
English-speaking tour guide in Guizhou for 10 years. During the length of his career,
Chen has many chances to explore the remote but beautiful land he grew up in,
take part in traditional festivals with local minority villagers, and to make friends
with them. These experiences have taught him much about Guizhou and have made
him ardently love his hometown more. Chen would like to introduce Guizhou to the
world and sincerely invite all his friends to explore this land and its people.

The Garden of the Three-Star Piles Museum, Zhiyuan Cong
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Summer Art in China 2015

FRIDAY, MAY 22 NEW YORK to SHANGHAI
After our 15 hour flight we were exhausted, but everyone was very excited to cross the yellow line separating
international ground to China. The bright lights of skyscrapers were the first thing to greet in us in Shanghai,
as we made our way to our late, quiet Chinese dinner.

THURSDAY, MAY 28 JIABANG
The whole day was dedicated to the beautiful Jiabang Stair Field, which we arrived at during the two weeks
of planting (when the pools were no longer reflective, but before they turned green). The drive up was the
wildest, bumpiest ride of the trip, through sharply curving roads at the cliff’s edge. The 10 km walk down the
mountain, with the brightly colored terraced fields spread out before us, and the many small farming villages,
was worth every second of the ride up.

SATURDAY, MAY 23 SHANGHAI
Tall modern skyscrapers and small stone-frame-door-houses with a forest at their feet. We took a plunge
into the city, first at the Shanghai Museum of Art to see the bronze, ceramic, ink painting, jade, and minority
costumes, then to a vast plaza of shops hiding the Ming era Yuyuan Garden, where we found the “second
most beautiful rock in the world.”

FRIDAY, MAY 29 RONGJIANG COUNTY
This day started out with the “wedding” of Robert Madison, during a traditional ritual demonstration at the
Biasha Miao Village. There were other rituals, as well as a walking tour of the steep sloped village itself. Later,
we took a bus out to Sanbao to see its large drum tower, walk the twisting city streets, and entertain some of
the curious local children. A huge thunderstorm knocked out power to the town shortly after, leaving us to
stumble through our hotel in the dark.

SUNDAY, MAY 24 SHANGHAI
The China Art Museum took precedent here, a massive red architectural marvel with a maze of so many
galleries inside we feared we would never find our way out again. Later that night, we had dinner with our
scholarship donors, where we visited Mr. Hakman Wing and Miss Ching Yiu’s guest house for an incredibly
elaborate meal, filled with dishes it is guaranteed impossible to find anywhere else in the world. Following the
meal, Mr. Wing generously took us out in his Yacht on the Huangpu River to see the gorgeous city at night.

SATURDAY, MAY 30 XIJIANG
The morning started off a light drizzle that turned to sunshine as we reached Xijiang Miao Village, a large
commercial town built for the sole purpose of accepting tourists. There, we stayed in a traditional stilted
wood house, celebrated a long table meal with a rice wine ceremony, and viewed the dance performances
next door from the top floor of our wooden home.

MONDAY, MAY 25 SHANGHAI to GUIYANG
The Liu Haisu Art Museum was still under construction when we visited and we were one of the first groups
to see the new premises. There, we had lunch with the director and learned a lot about the emergence of
modern Chinese art and the life of Liu Haisu (Professor Cong’s teacher and our grand-teacher). Following
which, we caught a short three hour flight to Guiyang and landed among dozens of forested peaks.

SUNDAY, MAY 31 XIJIANG to ZHENYUAN
Today began with a climb to the top of the village to visit the Miao king’s brother and get luck from the sacred
water buffalo skull. Shortly after, we watched a performance and took off to Zhenyuan Ancient town. It was
more modern than expected, but the tight winding passageways and thick stone streets revealed the history
hidden beyond the contemporary town. Some of us continued to the top of the temple to burn incense for
the jade emperor. Others went to have their feet nibbled by doctor fish.

TUESDAY, MAY 26 GUIYANG
We were given free rein to explore the Jiaxiu Tower, Yang Ming Temple, and Cuiwei Pavilion today, where
we tried our hands at bargaining for the first time. After a few hours exploration, we went off to a small
minority museum, then across town to “The Guizhou Minority Museum of China”. There, we found a massive
collection of minority regalia and local fossils. The day finished out with a visit to Guizhou Mingzu University,
where many of our group were used as models for drawing and painting demonstrations.

MONDAY, JUNE 1 ZHENYUAN to GUIYANG
Most of the day was a bus ride back to Guiyang, but we were surprised in the afternoon by an invitation to
a painting and calligraphy demonstration at GPI Guizhou Jinyuan Group Co. This featured several artists,
including our own Professor Cong.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27 LIPPING COUNTY
Our first long bus ride out to Congjiang, to visit a Dong village at the top of a mountain and see their large
drum tower. There, we had an amazing locally grown lunch and wandered among the steeply terraced rice
patties (most of us trying very hard to keep our footing on the mountain). Then, we drove out to Zhaoxing to
spend time at the newly built Dong Minority Heritage Center and see brilliant cultural dance performances.

TUESDAY, JUNE 2 GUIYANG
One of our busiest days of the trip began at the Confucius Academy and Museum where we learned a bit
about philosophy before heading off to a full day of student exchanges with Guizhou Minzu University. We
had a short conference and meeting with the President of the University, followed by a heated tug of war
competition with the students. The rest of the evening was full of art demonstrations, student performances
(theirs and ours), and Miao/Dong dancing, instrumentalists, and singers.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3 GUIYANG to CHENGDU
We were up early for our flight to Chengdu, where we made the most of a travel day and headed straight to
the Sichuan Museum and the Chengdu Wuhuo Shrine. Afterwards, we visited the local market area where we
enjoyed a traditional Chengdu meal of several small dishes called “Xiao Chi,” which means “small eating”.

TUESDAY, JUNE 9 BEIJING
Our first real day of touristing around Beijing meant a flurry of activity. We visited Tiananmen Square, the
Forbidden City and the Temple of Heaven, where we experienced the grandeur of Beijing architecture. We
managed to start a game of shuttlecock with some locals and had a quick tour of Beihai Park before dinner.

THURSDAY, JUNE 4 CHENGDU
Today featured one of the most anticipated parts of the trip: Pandas! We visited the Giant Panda Breeding
Research Base and were treated to a morning full of adorable bears. Afterwards, we headed to the ThreeStar Piles Museum, which was built into the side of a mound and full of different bronzes and ceramics from
the sacrificial pits.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 BEIJING
A rainy and cloudy day required ponchos and umbrellas at the Great Wall of China, but also served to create
the most breath-taking landscape, as the clouds parted over the mountains. As we walked this massive
structure, the sun came out and ushered us into the rest of our day at the Summer Palace, followed by an
evening painting demonstration, wonderful dinner and visit to the Ink Space Gallery.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5 CHENGDU to MOUNT EMEI
After a long bus trip from Chengdu to the base of Mount Emei, we transferred to an eco-bus for a winding
ride up to a path of stone steps. After climbing for an hour, we reached the cable car that shuttled us the rest
of the way up the mountain. Another mile of climbing, led us to a breathtaking view of the valley crowned by
the golden Bodhisattva Puxian.

THURSDAY, JUNE 11 BEIJING
A relaxed morning of shopping at the Silk Street marketplace started our last full day in China. Then, it was
time to get all dressed up and attend the opening of our own Professor Cong’s exhibition at the National
Museum of China. We were all amazed at the size and scope of this massive museum, where we enjoyed a
symposium and a celebration banquet in Professor Cong’s honor.

SATURDAY, JUNE 6 MOUNT EMEI to LESHAN
Despite our exhaustion, a group of industrious students and professors made it to the top of the mountain
to try and catch a glimpse of the sunrise. Even though it was too cloudy to see the sun, the view was worth
waking up early to see the day come to life.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12 BEIJING to NEW YORK
Today, started very early at 3AM, so that we could make our connection home from Beijing to Shanghai. A
surprisingly smooth transfer had us on our way back to New York’s JFK airport. After nearly 18 hours in the air,
we arrived home and concluded our amazing adventure.

SUNDAY, JUNE 7 LESHAN to CHENGDU to BEIJING
Most of our day was dedicated to seeing the awe inspiring Leshan Giant Buddha. We were able to observe a
Buddhist ceremony, before going to visit the head of the statue. In order to circumvent a three hour line, we
hopped on a local boat tour to see the entire mountain from a distance. Local traffic back to Chengdu was
notably difficult, so we spent the afternoon making our way to the airport for our flight to Beijing.

MONDAY, JUNE 8 BEIJING
Work day! Despite being our first day in Beijing, we spent nearly all day working on the catalog. This being
our only entirely free day of the entire trip, we spent it sorting through thousands of photos, hundreds of
pages of writing and designing. We took a few breaks for ice cream and art store shopping, but were mostly
focused on work.
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The Panda Research and Breeding Center at Chengdu, Zhiyuan Cong
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Zhiyuan Cong
Professor and Director
Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University
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The Center for Chinese Art at William Paterson University was
established on September 9, 2009 to cultivate a deeper understanding of Chinese art and culture. The Center was funded
by generous contributions from Margaret Lam and David Yen,
later on by Yong Liu and Mingsheng Liu’s donations, and than
in 2014 by generous support from the Shanghai William Chinese Art Foundation. It will introduce Chinese art and culture
to University students, faculty, and staff, as well as to the offcampus community, through Chinese art studio and history
courses, symposiums, art exhibitions, and visiting artists and
study-abroad programs.
William Paterson University has nearly 11,000 students. Set on
370 wooded acres in Wayne, New Jersey, the campus is located
just 20 miles west of New York City. Since its founding in 1855,
the University has grown to become a comprehensive, public,
liberal arts institution committed to academic excellence and
student success. Accredited by the Middle States Association
of Schools and Colleges, it offers 42 undergraduate and 22
graduate degree programs as well as professional development programs through its five colleges: Arts and Communication; Cotsakos College of Business; Education; Humanities and
Social Sciences; and Science and Health.

CENTER FOR CHINESE ART
AT WILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY
Ben Shahn Center for Visual Art, B-100
William Paterson University
300 Pompton Road, Wayne, NJ 07470
Website: www.wpunj.edu/ccart
Email address: ccart@wpunj.edu
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